APPENDIX

Data Sources

The first number in each of the following citations identifies the tape that the example is taken from; the remaining numbers locate where that example is found on the tape.

Chapter 1

(1) G.50:3:25 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(2) G.26:9:00 Philadelphia Dinner

Chapter 2

(1) G.26:3:30 Philadelphia Dinner
(2) G.84:7:00 Midwestern Backyard Picnic
(3) G.50:7:00 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(4) G.126:330 Suburban Pittsburgh Family Dinner
(5) G.76:652 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(6) G.58:410 New Jersey Teenage Swim Party
(7) G.76:652 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(8) G.90:475 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(9) G.103:544 New Jersey Family Reunion
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(10) GA.8:0.6 Long Island Family Reunion
(11) G.126:297 Suburban Pittsburgh Family Dinner
(12) G.91:520 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(13) G.87:160 Midwestern Backyard Picnic
(14) G.82:618 Midwestern Backyard Picnic
(15) G.78:115 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(17) G.50:3:50 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(18) G.50:4:00 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(19) G.23:124 New Jersey Friends
(20) G.75:614 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(21) G.86:510 Midwestern Backyard Picnic
(22) G.76:620 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(23) G.76:108 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(24) G.23:149 New Jersey Friends
(25) G.50:5:30 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(26) G.26:18:45 Philadelphia Dinner
(27) G.23:180 New Jersey Friends
(28) G.50:3:05 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(29) G.23:124 New Jersey Friends
(30) G.50:8:40 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(31) G.50:7:40 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(32) G.50:2:10 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(33) G.50:8:30 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(34) G.50:0:04 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(35) G.50:3:40 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(36) G.140:352 North Philadelphia Family Get-together
(37) G.84:06:30 Midwestern Backyard Picnic
(38) G.91:550 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(39) G.50:4:20 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(40) G.50:3:43 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(41) G.50:0:15 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(42) G.50:2:40 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(43) G.50:8:20 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(44) G.50:6:15 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(45) G.79:540 Midwestern Family Reunion
(46) G.140:345 North Philadelphia Family Get-together
(47) G.50:8:20 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(48) G.50:8:21 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(49) G.75:122 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(50) G.91:385 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(51) GA.8:0.6 Long Island Family Reunion

Chapter 3

(1) G.50:5:45 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(2) G.84:3:45 Midwestern Backyard Picnic
(3) G.50:7:30 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(4) G.50:8:00 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(5) G.50:8:50 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party

Chapter 4

(1) G.84:6:30 Midwestern Backyard Picnic
(2) G.98:690 New Jersey Friends
(3) G.76:584 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(4) G.34:222 Midwestern Moose Ice Cream Social
(5) G.86:352 Midwestern Backyard Picnic
(6) G.76:659 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(7) G.50:6:15 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(8) G.91:512 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(9) GA.4:302 Long Island Family Reunion
(10) G.26:8:50 Philadelphia Dinner
(11) G.26:19:15 Philadelphia Dinner
(12) G.34:05:5 Midwestern Moose Ice Cream Social
(13) G.23:202 New Jersey Bridge Game
(14) GA.4:018 Long Island Family Reunion
(15) G.50:4:00 Suburban Pittsburgh Block Party
(16) G.91:055 Midwestern Moose Picnic

Chapter 5

(1) G.23:490 New Jersey Bridge Game
(2) G.75:290 Midwestern Moose Picnic
(3) G.99:385 New Jersey Friends
(4) G.99:380 New Jersey Friends
(5) G.75:290 Midwestern Moose Picnic
Chapter 6

(1) G.126:330 Suburban Pittsburgh Family Dinner
(2) G.126:297 Suburban Pittsburgh Family Dinner
(3) GA.4:302 Long Island Family Reunion
(4) G.75:668 Midwestern Moose Picnic
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Subject Index

A
Addressee, 5, 9, 12n, 43–44, 92, 132n, 155
multiple, 152, 154, 162–163
Adjacency-pair, 22–23, 23n
Agreement, 14n, 84, 115–116, 116n
Amplitude, 26, see also Intonation
Appositive, 135–137

B
Body position, 30, see also Seating
arrangement
as display of availability, 98–101,
109–110
proposing a particular type of copartici-
pation, 96, 98, 100, 106–108, 110,
124–125
reorganization, see Disengagement, en-
try into
side-by-side, 30
vis-à-vis, 30
Breath-group, 8, 8n, 26

C
Categorization, 34n, 36–37n
Category system, 14, 14n, 17–18, 43

Collaborative activity, 6, 96, 108, 144
availability for, 96–101, 109–110
monitoring for resumption of, 98–100,
101–102n
Communication, 12, 13–14, 35, 168–169
Competence, 6, 12, 55n, 170
Conditional relevance, 62
Context, 35n
formal, 42
Conversation, 12, 29, 33–34
definition, 1–2, 23
Coordinated entry, 64
Coparticipation, 10, see also Participation
status
alternative types, 102, 117
Copresence, 95–96, 98, 98n
Correction, see Repair
Culture, 43n, 161n, 173
Cut-off, 68, 70n, 129, 141
transcription, 48

D
Data, 12, 13, 14, 33–46
experimental, 34–35
hypothetical, 34, 35n
natural, 33–35, 170
Subject Index

by speaker from gazing recipient, 84–85, 132
by hearer in midturn, 86–89
Gesture, 9
Glance
as request for gaze, 117–118, 120
transcription, 118
Glottal stop, 70n, 72n, 129
Grammatical–ungrammatical sequences, 172

H
Head shake, 104, 104n
Hearer, 9, 22, 24, 27, 35, 59
definition, 4–6
Heathership, 5, 83, 86, 117, 125, 135, see also Gaze
displayed through phenomena other than gaze, 79–81, 88–89
relevant to speaker, 59

I
Identity relationship, 5n, 6, 108, 168n
Inbreath, 7, 66
transcription, 50
Incipient talk, continuing state of, 23n, 116n
Information state, 36–37, 150, 150n, 159, 161, 161n
complementary distribution between speaker and hearer, 150, 152
transformation of, 151–155, 168
Informing, 160n
Interruption, 69–70n
Interview, 38–39, 39n, 43–44, 44n
Intonation, 8, 11, 25–27, 68, 134, 151, 152, 154, 163–164, see also Amplitude; Pitch
in question, 26–27, 27n
transcription, 48

K
Kinesics, 6, 25, 27–29, 34n

L
Lapse, 23n, 98
entry into, 108, see also Disengagement, entry into
Laughter, 7, 23, 130
Linguistics, 6, 8, 12, 26, 35, 42, 43, 58n, 169
M
Matching displays, 110–112, 119n
Middle-distance look, 98, 131
as display of hearership, 88–89
transcription, 88
Monitoring
during disengagement, 96–101, 101n, 113–114
mutual, 103
N
Nods, 88, 89, 103–104, 106, 119–120, 120n
Nonverbal communication, 8, see also Engagement; Eyebrow flash; Gaze; Nods; Nonvocal phenomena
Nonvocal phenomena, 10, 27–29, 68n, 168–169, see also Gaze; Nonverbal communication
modification of emerging movement, 91, 144, see also Repair, on nonvocal unit
O
Overlap, 2, 3, 16–18, 25, 33, 39, 47n, 78, 78n, 82n, 128n, 133n, 158n, 158n
transcription, 49
P
Paralinguistics, 8–9
Participant
definition, 3
social identity, 36–37n
Participant observation, 44–45
Participation status, 10, 96, 100, 101, 107, 113, 116, 117, 124–125, 167
negotiation, 118–122, 125
refusal to provide requested type, 120–122
Participation structure, 116
Pause, 3, 7, 9, 13, 19, 21, 24, 27, 55, 58n, 65–68, 70, 94, 121, 129, 141, 143
definition, 18
format, 65, 69
hesitation, 28, 68n
juncture, 28, 68n
as place holder in sentence, 65–66
as request for gaze, 66–68, 76, 86, 90
Subject Index

Performance, 12, 13, 59, 94, 170
Phonemic clause, 8, 8n, 24, 26-28, 68n
definition, 25
Phrasal break, 9, 10, 12, 13, 55, 58n, 70, 71n, 85, 92, 101, 129, 143, 147, 167, 169, see also Pause; Restart
as defective performance, 55, 58n, 170
noticed or unnoticed, 55, 61, 170
as request for gaze, 122, 122n, 131, 165
choice between restart and pause, 68-77
as signal, 61, 66-68, 117, see also Gaze, request
Pitch, 24, see also Intonation
falling, 26, 133
rising, 26-27, 151, 152, 154
sustained, 26
Possession of floor, 17, 59

Q
Question, 26-27, 27n

R
Ratification, 5-6
Recipient
focal, 152-153, 163
knowing, 149-166, 168
competition with speaker, 156-158
definition, 150
monitoring current telling, 158-159
nonfocal, 152
unknowing, 150-166, 168
definition, 150
Recipient design, 43n, 132n, 149-156, 160-166
Repair, 23, 71n, 130-131, 148
as account, 142-144, 147
initiator, 70n, 141, 142
linguistic structure, display of, 170-172
nonvocal unit, 144-147
unit lengthener, 140-142
Request for gaze, see Gaze, request;
Glance; Pause; Phrasal break;
Restart
Request for verification, 151-155, 159, 166
type of monitoring provided by, 159
Restart, 9, 13, 22, 44, 58, 65, 70, 73, 81-83, 94, 142
format, 56, 69
multiple, 62-64
placement within turn, 57-58, 72-73, 83
quantitative description, 77-79
as request for gaze, 60-64, 72-73, 76, 82-83, 85, 132
S
Seating arrangement, 30-31, 31n, 42
Second pair part, 23
Sentence, 6, 8, 10, 14, 16, 19n, 20, 55, 63, 65, 130, 140, 147, 169, 173
changed by addition of new segments, 130-139, 165, 169-170
complete contrasted with fragment, 58-59, 70-71, 73-74
definition, 6-7
distinguished by participants from utterance, 172
extended past initial completion, 18-19, 133-137
fragment, 55, 56, 58-59, 70, 127-128, 140, 163
impaired, 55
redesigned for new recipient, 161-165, 168-170
well formed, 55, 56, 172
Sequentioal organization, 10
Side sequence, 159n
Silence, 2, 3, 4, 16-19, 21, 24n, 25, 47n, 123, 129, see also Gap; Lapse;
Pause
transcription, 48-49, 66
Simultaneous talk, see Overlap
Social organization, 10, 28, 66, 167, 173
Sound, elongation, see Sound stretch
Sound stretch, 10, 24, 68, 127-128, 128n, 133, 141, 142, 151
transcription, 48
Speaker, 9, 13
definition, 3, 6
Speech act, 8, 12n
Speech-exchange system, 23
Statement, 26
transformed into request for verification, 150-155
Story, 23, 41, 160n, 168n
preface, 22, 41, 112n
in presence of knowing recipient, 156-158
as type of turn, 22

Subject Index

Summons-answer sequence, 10, 62-64, 91-93, 169
Syllable, 24, 28, see also Unit, lengthening
T
Tag question, 23, 139, 152, 153-154
Terminal juncture, 25-27
Topic, 44
change, 123, 125
Transcription, 15, 24n, see also specific phenomenon
audio, 47-51
phonemic, 47
visual, 52-53, 57, 60, 72, 88, 109, 118, 121
Transition-relevance place, 21, 25
Turn-allocation technique, 21, 25
Turn at talk, 9, 10, 11, 14, 22, 25, 31, 138, 168, 173
boundary, 2, 16-21
definition, 2-3, 15-21
Turn-constructional unit, 20, 20n, 22, 24, 70n, 128n
interruption of, 69-70
Turn-taking, 5, 8, 13, 24-25, 29, 108, 168, see also Transition-relevance place;
Turn-allocation technique, Turn-constructional unit; Turn at talk attempt-suppressing signal, 24, 29
definition, 2-3, 15-23
selection of next speaker, 21
turn-yielding signal, 24
U
Uh, see Filled pause
Uncertainty, display of, 151-153
Understanding

congruent, 111-112, 112n, 115n
displayed in next turn, 102
during same turn, 103
at transition space, 111-112
Unfocused interaction, 13n
definition, 2
Unit, 14, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 26-27, 29,
see also Breath group; Phonemic clause; Sentence; Turn-constructional unit; Utterance
displayed through repair, 170-171
lengthening, 10, 127-130, 139-140, 167, 168
nonvocal, 144-147
sentence, 133-137
sentence fragment, 127-128
syllable, 127-130, 133, 147
utterance, 129-130
word, 128-130, 133
mark as defective, 70-71, 72n, 74
Utterance, 14, 16, 17, 25, 31, 68n, 128,
130, 169
definition, 7, 8
modification of, 91-93
not requiring a next utterance, 114-116
V
Vernacular, 42, 44
W
Withdrawal, 104-107, 125, see also Gaze, withdrawal
account for, 123-124
activity-occupied, 88n, 106-107, 111, 119
Word search, 44, 44n, 79, 79n, 143
Word selection, 164-165